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About the Project. 
Youth exchange; “Let’s EVS” 

Málaga, Spain 

18 – 25 September 2017. 
 

Why? 

The European Voluntary Service is one of the most interesting options for young people 

at the moment. It allows you to live some months in other country, working for some 

associations and improving your life in many different ways. It can help you to achieve 

more independence, to learn other languages, to improve some skills and learn new ones 

etc. All that knowledge and experiences will help you in the future.  

That’s why there are a lot of things to consider before starting this new challenge, but our 

experience has shown us that the volunteers don’t use to think about that items and 

just choose the project in a quite random way. That can make this wonderful 

experience seems worse than it is and the volunteers can’t enjoy all the process. 

Sometimes, they don’t find out what they were looking for, they have to do some works 

they wouldn’t like to do or they feel they are just losing their time. In order to change this 

situation and make the EVS experience better than it already is, six ex-volunteers, that 

have felt sometimes this way during their voluntary service, are going to tell their 

story. Instead of just assume it, they searched the reasons and discovered that there are 

different options to avoid this situation. Now they want to develop strategies to improve 

the way to choose the projects so every volunteer will enjoy 100% this experience that 

will change their lives.  

 

How? 

During the youth exchange we are going to pass through the process of an EVS, 

representing its steps in several activities; on the first days of the youth exchange we 

are going to work on the first process involved in a European voluntary service (How 

to search a good project that satisfy the individual expectations of each one, first days on 

the project, knowing the hosting place,..). Around the half of the YE we are going to 

discover that things which will have importance after the first months of EVS (How 

to solve problems, the concept of leadership, what is a personal project, ...) and in the 

final days of the YE we will talk about the last moments of an EVS service (Youth 

pass, final evaluation, we will speak about life after EVS,...).  

 

 



 

Our objectives; 

 Go deeper in all the concept of volunteer and the importance of volunteerism in society 

building. 

 Create a new tool that can help future volunteers to choose one EVS project at the same 

time that helps associations to improve their pre-departure process. 

 Work about the skills, knowledge and attitude that will help future EVS volunteers in the 

service. 

 Work in the process of problem solving and conflict management.  

 Learn basics about project management. 

 Develop participant’s social skills using non-formal education. 

 Encourage intercultural learning. 

 Develop the concept of personal leadership. 

 

When? Where? 

Didn’t you see it? It’s in the front! From 18 to 25 September 2017, in the great city of 

Málaga (south of Spain).  

Who can participate? 

The soul of our project, six ex-volunteers from six different countries are going to be our 

leathers. Accompanying them we will also select other 4 young from each country 

(Netherlands, Slovakia, Finland, Hungary, Portugal and Spain) aged 18 to 30 years 

old and interested in EVS program (having been participants before or pretending to 

be a volunteer soon). Also people from sending associations who want to improve their 

methods to prepare their volunteers.  

Can I afford it? 

Of course you can! According to the aim of Erasmus +, the organizers will reimburse 

100% of participants’ travel costs (with cheapest means of transportation; economy 

class, no taxi) within limits set by Erasmus + Programme upon presentation of 

original tickets, invoices and boarding passes. On all documents the price, currency, 

name of the passenger, date of purchase and travel should be clearly visible; otherwise 

we will be unable to reimburse the costs.  

You will receive reimbursements physically in the project if you can give us all the tickets 

and passing boards needed or by bank transfer after the seminar and upon sending of 

return travel documents and international bank details. 

Country Travel budget per participant 

Finland 400€ 

Netherlands 170 € 

Slovakia 270 € 

Hungary 270 € 

Portugal 170 € 

 



 

 

Still with doubts? Some interesting information to help you to 

make the right decision! 

About the city of Málaga.  

Málaga, capital of the province of the same name, is the fifth most populated city un 

Spain. It is located in the south of the Iberian Peninsula, in a privileged spot. The city 

covers 398.25 km2 and has a population of almost 568,000 inhabitants, although almost 

a million people live in the metropolitan area. 

 

You would like to know… Our Weather! 

September in Málaga is another month of summer. Temperatures are still high, with an 

average daytime maximum temperature of 30ºC and an average overnight minimum of 20ºC. It 

doesn’t usually rain, just sometimes in the lasts days of the month. 

 

Accommodation.  

During this Youth Exchange we will stay in “La Noria”, facilities placed in the heart 

of the city which are given by Malaga’s provincial government to social projects related 

to youth.   

La Noria is a lovely location surrounded by green gardens in a protected environmental 

Around La Noria you can find all you need, a supermarket, a Tobacco shop, a market that 

opens till late, a pharmacy and a bus stop which will get you to the city centre in 20 

minutes.  

 



 

What La Noria does/doesn’t offer;  

 Shared bedrooms (3-4 people per 

room) with shared bathroom.  

 Wi-Fi available in the common 

area.  

 There is no time limit to leave 

and come back to the venue at 

night. 

 Participants will have to bring 

their own towels (bed sheets are 

provided).  

 Shower gel and shampoo are nor 

provided.  

 Participants will have to bring 

their own hair dryer.  

 There is no possibility to extend 

your stay at La Noria, due to the 

fact that there are other 

reservations. 

A great place, isn’t it? But, it has his rules and it’s important to respect them. 

 It’s forbidden to smoke in the building.  

 It’s forbidden to consume alcohol in the building.  

 Participants have to respect La Noria’s installations, the rooms and the common 

areas. If they break something they will pay for that.  

 It’s forbidden to consume food in the rooms; we invite participants to use the 

tinning room or common areas.  

 Participants are not allowed to move furniture without permission.  

 It’s forbidden to make noise after 12.00 at night and before 8.00 in the morning.  

 When leaving La Noria, the participants have to leave the keys at the reception.   

 

Ok, we are sure that at this point you have just one question;  

How can I go there? 

The Málaga-Costa del Sol Airport (IATA: AGP, ICAO: LEMG) is one of the most 

important in Spain and has connections to major cities worldwide and is locate just 11,5 

Km form the city’s Historic Quarter. To get to the city centre you can either take the bus 

or the train. 

 



 

 

Bus: There is a bus station located underground at the airport. It can be reached from the 

arrivals level of the transportation hub or from arrivals in terminal 3, which can be 

accessed from all terminals. There is also a bus stop outside the cargo terminal. Buses to 

Malaga depart from a stop outside the arrivals hall half-hourly (6.30am to 11.30pm). 

Train: The airport has opened an underground 

station for Cercanías Málaga commuter trains, 

connecting it with Málaga and providing 

this way better communications with the 

city centre. Málaga’s new suburban 

train line has opened, providing access 

from the arrivals area of terminal 3. 

Trains run every 20 minutes between 

Málaga Cityt and Fuengirola via 

Málaga Airport.  

Anyway, if it’s better for you, it’s possible 

to fly to Madrid’s or Sevilla’s airport and then 

take a bus or train to Málaga.  

 

Thinking about what to put in your baggage? Don’t worry, we tell you  

What to bring.  

- Proof of all the travel expenses; Tickets and invoices (there must be price and 

name of the person stated on it). Boarding passes. 

- Traditional music, clothes, snacks and drinks for intercultural evening.  

- Information about your organization (if you have materials you want to share, 

present, introduce). 

- Documents or material that the organizers is going to ask for. 

- An energizer to share with us. 

 



Activity Program 

 

 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7 DAY 8 

8:30 - 

9:00 

A
rr

iv
a
ls

 

BREAKFAST 

9:15 - 

10:30 

Ice-breaking 

games 

 

Energizer 

by Finland 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team 

work 

session 

 

Energizer by 

Belgium 

 

Energizer by 

Slovakia 

 

Energizer by 

Spain 

Delivery 

of Youth 

pass 
Searching 

Workshop. 

Project 

proposal 

workshop part 

1 

 

Project 

realization 

 

 

 

Learning of 

others. 

10:30 - 

11:00 
COFFEE BREAK 

 

COFFEE BREAK 

D
ep

a
rt

u
re

s 

11:00 - 

13:30 

 

Introduction 

of the project. 

 

Association 

and Program 

presentation. 

 

 

Visibility 

of your CV 

and cover 

letter. 

 

 

Project 

proposal 

workshop part 

2 

Management 

of problems 

in EVS 

 

 

 

Life after EVS.  

 

13:30 - 

16:30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

¡Hunting 

Games! 

 

 

Challeng

e games 

 

LUNCH 

 

 

 

16:30 - 

18:00 

 

Brief 

presentation 

of EVS. Base, 

objectives 

and 

knowledge of 

the parts. 

 

 

Energizer 

by 

Portugal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visit to 

Malaga’s 

historical 

center 

 

Energizer by 

Hungary 

Free 

afternoon in 

Málaga. 

Youth pass 

Session 
Arrival 

WS 

 

 

Project 

proposal part 3 

18:00 - 

18:30 

 

COFFEE BREAK 

 

COFFEE 

BREAK 

COFFEE 

BREAK 

 

 

18:30 - 

19:30 

 

Discovering 

all the 

obligations 

and rights of 

the parts. 

 

Arrival 

WS 

reflexion. 

 

Realizatio

n of a 

learning 

planning. 

 

 

Presentation of 

the project’s 

propositions. 

 

 

Secret friend 

19:30 - 

20:00 
Reflexion time Evaluation 

20:00 - 

21:00 
DINNER 

Dinner in 

Malaga 
Spanish dinner 

 

21:30 

Welcome 

party 
 

Intercultur

al -night 
   Spanish night 



We know now you are in. We left here ours  

Contact details. 

Country 
Hosting 

organization 
Contact person Email 

Spain 

 

Asociación Juvenil 

Almenaras 

 

Aitor Rando 

Roldán 
info@asociacionalmenaras.com 

   

Country Partner 

organization 

Conta

ct 

perso

n 

Webpage Email 

Portugal Associação Nó 

Górdio 

Albino www.anogordio.com anogordio@gmail.com 

Finland SIRIUS ry Saarin

en 

www.siriusturku.fi Sirius.turku@gmail.co

m 

Slovakia A.D.E.L. Lucia www.adelslovakia.org partnership@adelslovak

ia.org 

Hungary YOUTH FOR 

PARTICIPATI

ON 

ASSOCIATIO

N 

Mara www.facebook.com/YOP

A.NGO 

mara.arvai@yopa.hu 

Netherla

nd  

Smile to the 

Future 

Nando http://smiletothefuture.org info@smiletothefuture.

org 

 

http://www.anogordio.com/
http://www.siriusturku.fi/
http://www.adelslovakia.org/
http://www.facebook.com/YOPA.NGO
http://www.facebook.com/YOPA.NGO
http://smiletothefuture.org/

